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On the Number of Points of Elliptic Curves over a Finite Field and
a Problem of B. Segre
EMANUELA UOHI*
Several theorems are studied concerning the number of points of an elliptic curve with a
Legendre form on a finite field, in order to analyse the distr ibution of regular and pseudoregular
points in relation to a hyperbola in a finite affine plane.
In a recent paper [4], it was shown how to prove a theorem of B. Segre [6], concerning
a conjecture of S. Ilkka, by using the Hasse-Weil theorem on the number of points of
an algebraic curve defined over a finite field.
In this paper, which is a continuation of [4], certain integers associated with the set
of regular and pseudoregular secants with respect to a hyperbola of an affine Galois
plane A~(q =ph, P any odd prime different from 3) are studied-we suppose p,c 3 in
order to avoid the particular details that an elliptic curve with characteristic 3 can have.
More precisely, it is shown here how to apply the general theory of elliptic curves over
a finite field Fq in order to answer, in the case of a hyperbola, the questions proposed
by Segre at the end of his paper [6]. The case of a parabola has been completely resolved
(cf. [6], p. 301); in the case of an ellipse, which is also a consequence of the theory of
elliptic curves, computations are much more complicated, and this case may be the
subject of a future paper by the author.
A central aim in this paper is to study whether an elliptic curve exists which admits
a given number of rational points; some progress was made in this direction by De
Groote-Hirschfeld (cf. [1]), and now the question is resolved by Theorem 4 of this paper.
As in [4], the set of secant lines to a hyperbola eg in the affine plane A~ splits into
the two subsets gp and gTf of regular and pseudoregular secants with respect to eg.
It is very easily proved that:
LEMMA 1.
Igp ! = (q -l)(q - 3)/4,
For any point P E A~, Pi. eg, P = (L, M ), defines R; as the number of those elements of
gp passing through P and Sp as the number of those elements of g Tf passing through P.
If we choose an affine frame, so that the hyperbola eg has the equation
xy -1 = 0
then we obtain (from [4]):
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LEMMA 2.
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when LM = 0, (L , M ):f-(0, 0);
when LM:f-O,
where N is the number of rational points over Fq of the elliptic curve defined by the equation
Y2 = X (x - L )(xM - 1),
(including its point at infinity ).
Then, we can deduce the corresponding values of Sp from the following formulae :
Rp+Sp = (q -3)/2,
in the first case, and
R S _(Q-3)_.!( (l-LM))P + p l+2 2 q '
(1)
in the second case. We shall then confine ourselves to the study of the distribution of
the integer R p in the case LM :f-0, for a hyperbola Cfl.
First of all, writing as usual N == q + 1- t, from the Hasse-Wei! inequality It! :o;; 2q ! one
gets
LEMMA 3.
q - 2q l_7 :o;;4Rp:o;;q +2q l_3.
At this point, it is natural to raise the question of determining which of the integer
values beyond these limits are actually assumed by R».
The variability of t is established by a fundamental theorem of Tate-Honda ([8]), from
which one gets, as a particular case, the following theorem (in which we include also the
cases p = 2 and p == 3):
THEOREM 4. For every value of the characteristic p, and for every integer t in the
Hasse's intervalltl:O;;2q ! such that t~O (p), there exists an elliptic curve defined over Fq
whose number of rational points over F; is exactly N == q + 1- t. Such a curve also exists
in the following cases (when ItI:0;;2q !, t =°(p )):
(a) t = 0,
(b) t = ±ph/ 2,
(c) t = ± 2p h/ 2,
(d) t = ±p (h+ \) / 2,
h=1(2) or p=-1(4) or p=2,
h=0(2 ) andeither p=-1(3) or p=3,
h =0(2 ),
h = 1(2) and either p == 2 or p =3.
Moreover, in the remaining cases, such a Curve does not exist.
PROOF. From the Tate-Honda theorem, we know that it is possible to associate with
any isogeny class over Fq of elliptic curves defined over Fq (more generally, of simple
abelian varieties over Fq ) the conjugacy class of the algebraic integer cp representing the
Frobenius endomorphism with respect to F q, and we recall that for an elliptic curve cp
satisfies the equation cp 2 - tcp +q == 0, with t2 - 4q :0;;0. Conversely, such a class is associated
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with one and only one isogeny class of simply abelian varieties over Fq , and, if A is one
of them, and K = EndFq (A) I2lz Q, then
2dimA=[K:0(cp)]~[O(cp):Q]. (2 )
Now we have to find out when, in (2), one obtains dim A = 1, that is, either Q (cp ) = Q
and [K : O(cp)] = 4, or [Q(cp): 0] = 2 and K = Q(cp) .
In the first case Q(cp)=Q, t2-4q=O (and, necessarily, h==O (2), t=±2p h/ 2 ) it is
known (ct. [8], p. 97) that K is a skew field of order 4 over 0, and A is a supersingular
elliptic curve, that is, an elliptic curve whose Hasse invariant is equal to O.
Before examining the second case, we recall something about the structure of K. It is
a skew field, with centre O (cp ), which splits at every finite prime Pf> of Q (cp) not containing
pl..
Now, our aim is to find when cp is associated with any elliptic curve, that is, when
K = O (cp ); this condition may be expressed by saying that K, as a simple algebra with
centre Q (cp ), splits over Q (cp ). Now we want to apply the Brauer-Hasse-Noether theorem
(ct. [7] , p. 85), which states that a simple algebra with centre Q(cp) splits over Q(cp) if
and only if it splits locally at every prime Pf> of O(cp).
In the case we are dealing with, we know that O(cp) is a totally imaginary field, so
that K splits at every archimedean prime of O (cp) .
So we must study the behaviour of K only at the finite primes Pf> of Q (cp ) containing
pl.. To this aim, we shall use the natural isomorphism between the Brauer group
Br(Q(cp )g» of the local field Q (cp )g> , the completion of Q(cp) with respect to the Pf>-adic
topology, and O/l.; as usual, we shall denote by inv g> (K) the element of O/l. correspond-
ing under this isomorphism to the class of
K g> = K 0 0 ( '1' ) Q(cp )g> E Br(Q (cp )g»
which is given explicitly by the rule
inv@,(K)=class of [v@'(cp)fg>]/h in Q/l.,
where Vg> denotes the valuation associated with Pf>, and f g> its residual degree.
From the preceding, we see that cp is associated with an elliptic curve if and only if
[vg> (cp )f g> ]/ h E l. for every finite prime Pf> of Q (cp ) containing p l., so we have to examine
the various possibilities which may occur. Let us start from the case t;;:. 0 (p). In this
case, if Pf> is a prime of Q (cp ) containing p Z, then Pf> rf Pf>u ; here (T denotes the involution
of Q (cp) over Q. To demonstrate this, we observe that
cp 2 _ up+q = 0 =';> cp 2 - tcp E Pf>,
i.e. cp(cp -t)EPf>, whence either cp EPf>=';>cpu EPf> u (and Pf> rfPf> u, because Pf> = Pf>u=';>cp,
cp U E 9J' and then Tr cp = cp + cp U = t E 9J', which is impossible), or (cp - t) E 9J' =!;> cp U E 9J'
(and again 9J' rf 9J'u, because 9J' = 9J' u would still imply t E 9J') .
We deduce that p splits completely in Q(cp ), and so
if cp E Pf>,
if cp g e,
(because cpcp U = q E gp =';> one of cp, cp u, but not both of them, is an element of Pf» , so in
this case cp is associated to an elliptic curve.
Let us now study the case t == 0 (p ), in which we find only supersingular curves, because
of the congruence
N =q +1- t == 1-H (q -1 J! ( P-1) (p).
where H denotes the Hasse invariant of the curve.
(3)
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Let us start with the case t = O. Then ~ = ±(-q)~, and so Q(~) = Q[(-p)~] if h is odd,
Q(~) = QU) if h is even. In the first case p ramifies in Q(~), (p) = gp2, so that
[v@'(~)f@']/h=(h1)/h = lEI
(because ~~" =q~ v@'( ~) + v@'(~") = v@'( ~) + v@'u(cp) = 2 v@'( cp) = hv@,(p) =2h), and the
value t =0 is assumed. In the second case, i.e. when h is even, by reasoning as above
we see that when p = 2, p ramifies in Q(cp), so, the value t =0 is assumed; when p =-1
(4), p is inert in Q(~), so that
[v@'(~v-v« =(i 2)/ h =1E I
and the value t=O is still assumed; finally, when p=l (4), p splits in QU), (p)=gpgp"
(gp ¥- gp"), and
so that the value t =0 does not appear in this case.
Let us suppose now t¥-O, t=ph't', with O<h' and t'~O (p). We start with the case
2h'<h:
cp =!ph'[t' ± (t' 2 _4ph- 2h')!]
and thenp splits in Q(cp), (p)=gpgp", gp ¥-gp" (because
gp =gp"~ ~, CP: =v":" E gp
P P
whence
and
(cp+cp")/ph' =t'Egp
which is impossible), so that we have f@' = 1. Moreover,
v@,(cp), v@'u(cp)"~ h' > O~v@'(~) < h,
[because v@' (cpcp ") = v@' (q) = v@' (cp ) + v@' (cp ")
= Vf¥>(cp) + Vf¥>u(cp) = h],
and we obtain
that is to say the values of t which we have considered are not assumed.
Let us consider the case 2h' = h. Here t' = ± 1 (from t2- 4q < 0) and
1 h/2 I
cp ='2P [±1±(-3)'],
whence Q(~) = Q[(-3)~]. Then, if p =3, p ramifies in Q(~) = Q[(-3)~] and so, as before,
[Vf¥>(Cp )ff¥>]/ h e I;
if p = -1 (3), p is inert in Q(~), so that, as before,
[Vf¥>(~)f@')/h EI;
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when p == 1 (3), p splits in 0[(-3)1], whence
tv~(lp){~) =(~1)/h =h; r.
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Finally, we have to examine only the cases when 2h' > h. From the condition t2- 4q < 0,
it is easy to see that in these cases h ' = (h + 1)/2, and, necessarily, p = 2 or p = 3, t' = ± 1.
When p=2, <p=2 (h+I )/2«±1±i)/2), and 2 ramifies in O(lp)=O(i); when p=3, lp=
3(h-l l/2{[±3±(_3)1]/2}, and 3 ramifies in O(lp) = Q[(-3)1], so that all these values of t
occur.
Theorem 4 (which was in fact first proved by Waterhouse [11]) shows how the number
of points of an elliptic curve defined over Fq varies . But, for our purposes, it is necessary
to study the number of points of the curve (1), which is Fq- isomorphic to the curve of
equation
/ =x(x -l)(x -LM), (4)
(by the isomorphism x~x] M, y~ y1M). That is to say, what we are interested in is
knowing the number of points of those elliptic curves which admit a Legendre form over
Fq ; we recall that every elliptic curve may be written
and {(x ) is completely reducible over Fq if and only if E(q ) ={group of rational points
of E over Fq } contains all points of E (as an abelian variety) of period two, i.e.
E (q )~ lI2ltBl/2l.
So that, if E admits a: Legendre form over Fq , then
N=IE(q)I==0 (4).
Conversely, we shall prove that
LEMMA 5. I{ N = q + 1- t == 0 (4), then there exists an elliptic curve E', Fq-isogenous
to E, such that E' may be written as y 2 = { (x ), with { (x ) completely reducible over Fqo
PROOF. If 41 IE(q)l , then either E(q)~l/2ltBlI2l (in which case the lemma is
proved) or E(q) ~lI4l.
In this latter case, let F be the subgroup of order 2 of ll4l; then E'=EIF is an
elliptic curve, isogenous to E by means of the natural map j:E ~E', and is the one we
are looking for. In effect, E has all its points of period 2 over Fq 2 ,
E 2={subgroup of E of elements of period 2}=E (q2)z
= {subgroup of E(q 2) of elements of period 2}= {a, P, 0, R},
where P is defined over Fq and 0 +R is a prime rational divisor over Fqo
F ={a, P}, and E' now admits two elements over F; of period 2 that are distinct and
different from 0, namely j (Q ) = j(R ) and j (tp ), where tp denotes a generator of l/4l,
which concludes the proof.
The preceding lemma shows that it is possible, when we are looking for t == q + 1 (4),
to consider only curves which may be defined by
y2 ={( x )= x(x - c d(x - C2) (5 )
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If either ci or C2 is a square in Fq , this curve admits a Legendre form over Fw If
C}, C2 =6. (as usual, 6. means a non-square in Fq , 0 a square in Fq ) , we can say only that
the curve (5) admits a form of the type
/ =sx(x -I)(x -A), (6)
where s =6., A=0 over Fw Unfortunately, this form need not be Fq-isomorphic to a
Legendre form over Fq • This happens only if A and its derived values 1/A, 1- A, 1/(1- A),
(A -1)/ A, A/(A -1) all are =0 in Fq (so that, necessarily, -1 =0 in Fq ) (d. [2], p. 232).
Moreover, an elliptic curve isogenous to the curve (6) over Fq , admitting a Legendre
form over Fq , need not exist, as is shown in the following example.
EXAMPLE. When p = 5, we know that over Fs (the algebraic closure of F s) there
exists just one supersingular curve, which is (up to isomorphism over Fs )
E : / = x (x - l )(x - A)
where A E Fs satisfies the so-called Deuring polynomial (relative to p = 5)
H s(A ) = A 2 - A + 1 = 0
(and one can check that A is a square in F 2 S ) .
We claim that
E ': / = sx(x -I )(x -A )
(where s = 6. in F2 S ) is not isogenous over F2S to any elliptic curve admitting a Legendre
form over F2S • As a matter of fact, there is only one Legendre form which is possible
candidate for the required isogeny, namely y 2= X (x -I )(x - A) [the six values A, 1/A,
1(1- A), (A - 1)/ A, A/(A -1),1- A reduce just to A, 1/A, which are square]. From Theorem
4 we know that the number of rational points over F 2S of E is IE (25)1 =q +1- t ¥ 26
(since actually t cannot be equal to zero ; one can check directly that t = 10, IE(25 )1 = 16).
Moreover we have that
IE(25 )1 + IE'(25)1= 2.25 + 2 = 52,
(in fact, the number of points of the first curve plus the number of points of the second
curve is obviously equal to 2q + 2) so that E ' cannot be F2S - isogenous to E, since
IE(25 )1 ¥ 26=>IE(25)1 ¥ IE'(25)1·
The argument used above shows that the values t, t' associated with the curve
y2 = X (x -I)(x - A) and to the corresponding curve y2 = sx (x -I)(x - A) (with s = 6. in
Fq ) are such that t = -t', so that we get the following
THEOREM 6. For every integer t satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4 and such that
t == q + 1 (4) , there exists a point P such that
1 ( (1- LM)) 1 ( (1- LM))Rp=*(q-3+t)-Z 1+ q , or R p=*(q-3-t)-Z 1+ q .
PROOF. It follows immediately from the observation made above that, for such an
integer t, at least one of the two values t, -t is assumed by a curve in Legendre form
over r;
One can find a better result concerning the ambiguity of the sign in Theorem 6 in
particular cases.
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LEMMA 7. When q'F 1 (8) an elliptic curve E defined over Fq with N = jE(q )l=o (4)
isalways Fq-isogenous to an elliptic curve which admits a Legendre form over Fqo
PROOF. It is enough to prove, by Lemma 5, that given the curve y2 = sx (x - l )(x - A),
with s = D. in Fq , and A, 1/A, 1-A, -1 = 0 in Fq, there exist an elliptic curve E ' and an
isogeny E .... E' such that E ' is of the form y2 = X (x -l )(x - f.L ).
Let us denote by F the subgroup of E with the following two elements : the infinity
point of the y- axis (which is the 0 of E ) and the origin. In [10] a general method for
finding equations of elliptic curves obtained by dividing E by a finite subgroup is given .
Using this method, one can prove that the elliptic curve E / F admits the equation
This curve does not admit a Legendre form over Fq only when the value
is a square in Fq , whence it follows (A)! = 0 in Fqo
Th en we can always find an elliptic curve isogenous to E over Fq and which admits a
Legendre form over Fq unless all the values A, 1/ A, 1 - A, 1/(1- A), (A -1)/A, A/ (A -1 )
are fourth pow ers in Fq , whence it follows that
A-I 1
-l=----A
A I-A
is itself a fourth power in Fq, which means q = 1 (8 ).
We are finally left with the problem posed by Segre of finding precisely the number
and size of the classes of points P = (L, M ) (LM -:!' 0 ) which have the same character s
n, and s;
Combining the results obtained up to now , we immediately obtain the following about
the number p of such classes :
THEOREM 8.
Ifq=1(8), then
If q = 5 (8), then
Ifq =3 or 7 (8),
!( ph/2_ ph/2-1 _ 2) < p < 2( ph/2_ ph/2~1 +4),
v'" _ph/2~1 _ 2 < p < 2(ph/2_ ph/2-1 +4),
then ph/2_ ph/2-1 - 1< p < 2(p h/2_ r": + 3).
As regards the study of a single class Cp for a fixed po int P, it is immediately ob vious
that Cp is a disjoint union of hyperbolas of the famil y xy =a, a -:!' 0, 1 (each one corre-
sponding to the orbit of P under the action of the subgroup of the affine transformations
of A ~ which fix ~). Thus one has
where the integer a is ob viously linked to the number of different isomorphism classes
belonging to the same isogeny class of elliptic curves defined over Fq , but the determina-
tion of a seems to be of a very difficult nature (d . [8], p. 108 ).
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